Benchmarking Analysis
Objective
This document has been created to assist HSC in
performing a simplistic cost effective benchmarking of
their owned property replacement costs
To perform this evaluation, the following elements need
to be considered for each property:
•

Type of Occupancy

•

Construction Classification

•

Location

Step 1: Determine Occupancy Type And Associated Sq. Ft Value
Upon review of HSC’s properties, the following occupancy types were selected for evaluation

Occupancy
Apartment, High
Rise (Over 4
Stories) -

To perform the analysis, HSC can determine a high
level sq. ft. estimator for each of its properties through
the following multiplicative approach:
Step1: Identify property occupancy and associated
square foot dollar value

Step 2: Determine property construction class
Step 3: Identify the property location factor (given the
construction class) and multiply it by the occupancy
square footage dollar value from Step 1
Once the final square foot dollar value is determined for
a property, HSC may apply this against the total square
footage of the property to determine a high level
estimation of its replacement cost
Gross Area Definition: The sum of all areas on all
floors of a building included within the outside faces of its
exterior walls, including all vertical penetration areas, for
circulation and shaft areas that connect one floor to
another.

X

Total building sq. ft.

$174

$149

Apartment, 2-4
Units

2-4 unit apartments are normally rental type properties. They typically have one common exterior entrance, although
private entrances are also common. Each apartment includes its own kitchen, bathroom, living area, and bedroom(s).
This occupancy represents apartment buildings that are generally two or less stories in height and have two to four
dwelling units.

$149

Row House

This building is a series of attached individual dwelling units located side by side. Row house units are completely selfcontained with their own kitchen, bath, individual entrance, and separate utilities. Individual units are separated from one
another by a common wall. This occupancy represents row houses containing more than four dwelling units

$179

Condominium

Condominiums are similar to apartments in their function and design. The condominium occupancy differs slightly from
the apartment occupancies in that the condominium has higher quality finishes, and a higher plumbing density (more
fixtures per unit). Each condominium unit contains its own kitchen, bathroom(s), bedrooms, and living space. Costs are
intended for buildings with more than four dwelling units.

$195

House, Single
Family

This occupancy represents a typical, single-family, one or two-story structure. This occupancy is being offered for those
times when this type of occupancy may be part of a larger valuation. Based on the square footage of the building, this
structure will vary the size of the kitchen and increase the number of bedrooms, bathrooms, and specialty rooms as the
home becomes larger. Examples of specialty rooms include the living room, dining room, den, and large foyer.. This
occupancy is offered only for frame / ISO class 1 construction and masonry / ISO class 2 construction.

$200

Rooming House

A rooming house is a single family home that rents out no more than 5 guest rooms to non-family members. Although
dining for tenants or guest may be provided, there is no restaurant. They feature individual sleeping quarters, shared
bathrooms, a family style kitchen, and dining area.

$124

Construction
adjusted location
factor

X

High rise apartments typically have one exterior entrance, a central lobby area, and individual apartment entrances that
are located along interior hallways. This occupancy represents apartment buildings that are five or more stories in height.
Each apartment includes its own kitchen and bathroom, as well as bedroom(s) and living area.

Apartment, Low
Low rise apartments typically have one common exterior entrance, with individual apartment entrances located along
Rise (1 to 4 Stories) interior hallways. This occupancy represents apartment buildings of four stories or less, containing more than four
dwelling units. Each apartment includes its own kitchen and bathroom, as well as bedroom(s) and living area.

Calculation:
Occupancy cost
per sq. ft.

*Cost per
Sq. Ft

Description

Steps 2 and 3

*Pricing based on cost averages.
Adjustments for superior or below
average quality should be considered
*All pricing excludes basements

Step 2: Determine Construction Class

Step 3: Apply Location Factor

Determine the construction class of the property

Multiply the location factor, for the applicable
construction class, by the property’s square
foot cost found on page 1.

Comments/ Limitations
The following data is provided for
informational purposes. Marsh
recommends that this benchmarking tool be
used as a guide only and can provide further
valuation services. Marsh can provide this
service at your request for a fee. The
information provided is not intended to be
used for establishing insurance policy limits.
No visit to your facilities has been made by
Marsh to validate the information below to
determine if it is appropriate for your
facilities.
The information and costs contained in the
Marshall Valuation Service manual from
which the below was extracted have been
compiled by Marshall & Swift/Boeckh, LLC
from sources believed to be reliable and
representative of current cost situations. No
warranty, guaranty, or representation is
made by Marshall & Swift or Marsh as to the
correctness, appropriateness, or sufficiency
of any information below for the purpose for
which you will be using it.
Marsh assumes no responsibility or liability
to you or any third party for differences in
trends as they change due to local or
national conditions and the affect this may
have on your operations. You agree to
forever waive any liability as against Marsh
based on the information provided to you
below.

Step 4: Review Value
The benchmark value derived from this exercise should be compared with the $/sq.ft benchmark on the
previous page. If values are greater than +/- 10% then a valuation should be completed. Follow the link
to utilize further valuation services: https://www.hscorp.ca/our-programs-andservices/insurance/building-valuation-services/

The final square foot value may then
be applied to the total square
footage of the property to determine
a high level benchmarking
estimation

The data provided by Marsh is not and
should not be construed as an endorsement
of the process used by you in determining
values, or that the process yields an opinion
of replacement cost, insurable value, or fair
value. No reliance shall be placed on any
data provided by Marsh, as Marsh is merely
gathering published data from Marshall &
Swift, a fee-based publicly available
information provider.

This document and any recommendations, analysis, or advice provided by Marsh (collectively, the “Marsh Analysis”) are not intended to be taken as advice regarding any individual situation and should not be relied upon as such. This document contains proprietary, confidential information of Marsh and may not be shared with any third party, including other insurance producers,
without Marsh’s prior written consent. Any statements concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are based solely on our experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and are not to be relied upon as actuarial, accounting, tax, or legal advice, for which you should consult your own professional advisors. Any modeling, analytics, or projections are subject to
inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis could be materially affected if any underlying assumptions, conditions, information, or factors are inaccurate or incomplete or should change. The information contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable, but we make no representation or warranty as to its accuracy. Except as may be set forth in an agreement between
you and Marsh, Marsh shall have no obligation to update the Marsh Analysis and shall have no liability to you or any other party with regard to the Marsh Analysis or to any services provided by a third party to you or Marsh. Marsh makes no representation or warranty concerning the application of policy wordings or the financial condition or solvency of insurers or re-insurers.
Marsh makes no assurances regarding the availability, cost, or terms of insurance coverage.
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